monar
#1st EDITION

what is

monar’T?

# monar'T is an annual Mural and Urban Art festival
in the neighbourhoods of Santa Eugènia de Ter
and Can Gibert del Pla, with a 100% social and multicultural
character and theme.
# monar'T was born as a community initiative,
including the involvement of everybody; from those
at an associative level; local, social and cultural entities;
services and administrations; those at an individual level,
and to the artists and neighbours involved.
# 2019 will be the #1st EDITION, with the intention of putting
a cultural event of quality on the map in Girona. Its backbone being
one of the most interesting points in the Santa Eugènia de Ter
and Can Gibert del Pla neighbourhoods:
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their RICHNESS AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY.
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why monar’T?
The monar'T festival is the result of a community project with three main objectives:

# 1 To embellish the Santa Eugènia de Ter and Can Gibert del Pla neighbourhoods,
giving colour to walls and blinds that have deteriorated over time, and exciting
the neighbours about the improvement of our streets and public spaces.

# 2 To show the richness and cultural diversity the social fabric of our neighbourhoods has,
in which the citizens make up an ethnic diversity of 79 different nationalities.

# 3 To develop the territory artistically, by designing a quality event, decentralising culture
in the neighbourhoods and giving a voice to our local artists, and providing space
for the visibility of artists in all areas: local, outside the territory and international.
The monar'T Festival of Mural and Urban Art aims to use the public spaces
in Santa Eugènia de Ter and Can Gibert del Pla and provide them with a special charm
consistent with the cultural diversity of its population. While at the same time, in the essence
of the neighbourhood, improve the lives of the neighbours and create an artistic, cultural,
and recreational attraction, giving the neighbourhoods an added value that generates visits
from people outside the territory.
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What does

monar’Tmean ?

# monar’T gives Santa Eugènia de Ter and Can Gibert del Pla
a common identity. Life can be found there in the orchards,
and the Sèquia Monar reminds us of
the industrial inheritance of our
neighbourhoods, and provides a link
to the historic city centre of Girona,
where its waters reach the river
Onyar.
# monar’T encompasses
all of the neighbours in
the same territory. It's
rich in the diversity
of cultures that make
it up.
# monar’T identifies us as
an initiative with a clear
artistic will.
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How will we do
#
#

#

monar’T?

This #1st EDITION of the monar'T festival will take place from
23rd to 29th september 2019 in Santa Eugènia de Ter
and in Can Gibert del Pla, with 15 territorial involvements
in the neighborhoods.
For a week, the artists (20% local, 20% autonomous, 20%
national, 20% international and 20% from social projects)
will coexist and get to know our neighbourhoods through
the neighbours and artists that are part of the project.
In turn they will encourage them to participate in the day to day
life of the territory and to discover the associative fabric
that exists.
Plus the monar'T weekend will include art, live music,
workshops, ..., that will showcase the richness of the different
cultures that coexist in Santa Eugènia de Ter and in Can Gibert
del Pla. This will generate a program of exciting activities,
and artistic, cultural and playful attractions for people
who have never visited the neighbourhoods.
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What do we need for monar’T?
If you are a neighbour, we encourage you to:
# Offer your wall to be converted into a work of art.
# Propose or help to choose the walls, blinds,
urban structures, ... most suitable and representative
for this year.

# Participate actively in the design and preparation
commissions of the monar'T.

# Welcome and / or accompany the artists during
the Festival week.
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If you are an artist leave your mark:

# Participate actively in the design and
preparation commissions of the monar'T.

# Send us your proposals and leave your
mark on one of the proposed urban
spaces (The guide for the first edition of
the monar'T competition will soon be
published).
If you are a business, we suggest you:

# Participate actively in the design and
preparation commissions of the monar'T.
Ilich / Utopia126 / BCN

# Promote yourself by collaborating with
material, equipment,...

Marc Corvillo / Fair of the tale / Medinyà
Enric Lucas / Project

Montserrat Abril / El derley care home / Palamós
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Santa Eugènia de Ter
Can Gibert del Pla
Sèquia Monar

Associatión
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Can Ninetes
Centre Cívic Santa Eugènia
Carrer de Santa Eugènia,146
17006 Girona
Telèfon: 972 245 111
www.festivalmonart.cat
hola@festivalmonart.cat

